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ABSTRACT

A perceptual test shows that the

presence od a fl) dip just before the

accented syllable plays a role in the per—

ception of a yes-no question as opposed

to a command in Bari Italian, and that

this dip may be as small as 20 Hz. It is

represented as L in a L+H* pitch accent.

INTRODUCTION

In Italian, both in the standard and in

many regional varieties, including that of

Bari, there are no syntactic or

morphological means of distinguishing an

information—seeking yes-no question

from a non-question, such as a statement

or command; instead, they are

distinguished by means of intonation, For

example, the sentence "Lo mandi a

Massimiliano" can be interpreted as a

question, loosely translated as "Will you

send it to Massimiliano”. or a command

"Send it to Massimiliano!" or statement

:‘You send it to Massimiliano", depend-

ing on its intonation pattern The actual

pattern used differs from one local

variety to another. Analysis of dialogue

recordings involving six speakers of Bari

Italian (Bl) within a Map Task frame-

work [1] has indicated that information-

seeking questions (queries) have a rising-

falling nuclear contour (see figl)

Rising-falling contours also occur in

questions of this type in Palermo Italian

[2], [3], and in a number of other regio-

nal varieties ofItalian [3]. We analyse the

rismg-falling pattern as a rising pitch ac—

cent on the focussed item, followed by a

low target at the phrase boundary The

peak is around the middle of the accented

syllable, and the preceding valley is on

the preceding syllable. BI. commands

(instruct moves in [1]) have a falling

nuclear contour where the fall begins

around the beginning of the accented

syllable (see fig2), Within an auto-

segmental approach, we analyse the

query contour as L+H“ L-L% and the

command contour as H" L-L%.
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Figure It Natural rendition of query "Lo

mum]! a AIm‘s'ImILIAtm? "
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Figure 2. Natural remittton of command

"1,0 mam/i u A/qs'tmtlJA no ' "

Other autosegmental studies of Italian

intonation, [2], [4], also use a L+H’

pitch accent, but not in questions Pa-

lermo Italian has L+H* L-L% in non—fir
nal items in contrast to L‘+l{ L—L% in

yes-no questions [2]; Standard Italian has

L+H* in certain focussed items in non-

questions [4] Pitch accents with unstar-

red leading tones (i.e. T+T*) are more
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controversial in accounts of English (see

[5] for discussion) than Italian. Not all

autosegmental models of English inton-

ation recognise L+H*; Ladd, for

instance, treats L+H"‘ as simply an

emphatic version of H" [6]. One problem

with the H‘ / L+H* distinction is that a

H“ pitch accent can be preceded by a

degree of dip which is not attributed to a

L tone, but rather to sagging interpol-

ation. For example, between two H“

tones which are far enough apart, Pier-

rehumbert's [7] model predicted sagging

interpolation. This meant that a small dip

would not be interpreted as a target L

tone. Rather, it would be the result of an

interpolation rule which applied

automatically. A synthesis model [8]

building on the foundation of [7] gave

H" tones an underlying shape which,

when filtered, created a peak accent with

a small rise up to the local maximum A

L+H* pitch accent has a larger rise start—

ing at a lower point

Since it is clear that in 8.1 the

distinction between H“ and L+H* is an

important one, the aim of the perceptual

experiment described in this paper is to

investigate how low the local minimum

has to be for a L tone to be perceived.

The choice of sentence material

precludes an analysis of the L tone as

anything other than a leading unstarred

tone of the nuclear pitch accent, since

there is no potential prosodic boundary

before the accented syllable ‘LIA‘ of

‘massimiLIAno', so the ntinimum cannot

be attributed to a boundary tone of any

kind. Perceptual experiment have been

carried out on {0 peaks for German [9]

and Hungarian [IO]. Below it is the

height of a to valley or dip rather than a

peak which is under investigation.

THE EXPERIMENT

Stimuli

A number of renditions of the

sentence "lo mandi a Massimiliano" were

produced by a female Bari Italian native

Speaker, both as a query and as a

COmmand. These tokens were analysed,
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and a matching pair was selected where

the tokens were closest in the R) value of

their endpoint and nuclear peak. F0 tra-

ces of the two tokens chosen are shown

in figures 1 and 2, The f0 of each token

was stylised using straight lines; and from

the stylised tokens, two sets of stimuli

were created using PSOLA resynthesis,

as follows: Series Q: from the stylised

query, 6 resynthesised versions were

created as test stimuli by increasing (on a

linear scale) the F0 value of the low tar—

get before the rise in 10 Hz steps up to

the interpolation line between the two

peaks; series C: from the original com-

mand, 6 resynthesised versions were

created by lowering the F0 value at the

same point in the preaccentual syllable

corresponding to the low target in the

original query in 10 Hz steps down to a

position close (within 6 Hz) to the origi-

nal query. A small difference in height of

the two nuclear peaks (3H1) and a diffe-

rence in height and position of the first

peak of the two natural stimuli (see figu-

res l and 2) meant that the degree of dip

from the interpolation line could not cor-

respond to exactly the same Hz value at

each step in the two series. The total set

of test stimuli was 16 (2 original utter-

ances + 2 series x 7 stimuli per series).

The way the stimuli were constructed is

shown in figure 3.

styttsed QW'Y

r~ 7 7 s Iised command

Figure}. Schematisation of resynthesised

continua.

Subjects ~ .

Fourteen native Bari Italian speakers

took part in the experiment. They were

between 20 and 40 years old and were

students and staff at the Untversrty and

Politecnico of Bari. None of them had a

background in phonetics.
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Experimental procedure

The difference between the two

communicative functions, query and

command, was explained by means of

examples in context. The 16 stimuli were

presented five times, each in a

randomised sequence in blocks of ten,

Each stimulus was preceded by a 250 ms

warning tone and 1 second silence. 5

seconds of silence followed for the

subjects to respond. After each block of

10 stimuli there was a larger 11 second

pause and a double tone of 250 ms as a

precursor to the next block of stimuli.

After each stimulus, subjects indicated on

an answer sheet whether the utterance

they heard was a query or a command.

The total test duration was circa 20

minutes.

RESULTS AND DlSCUSSlON

Figure 4 shows the percentage of

“query" responses for the series of stimuli

with the stylised version of the query as

the base stimulus (series Q) as a function

of the size of the dip in f0 on the preac-

centual syllable ‘mi'. Figure 5 shows the

percentage of "command" responses for

the series originating from the stylised

command (series C).
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Figure 4. Percent ”query" responses as a

function of the size of the dip in H: on
the preaccentual syllable. Base stimulus

originally query (series Q).

As it has to be expected, in set Q there is

is a shift in response from query to

command as the dip reduces in size, and
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in series C there is shift from command

to query as the dip increases.

In series Q, the level at which more

than 50% of responses were "query" was

at a dip value of between 10 and 20 Hz

(57% "query" responses for 20 Hz dip)
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Figure 5. Percent "comman "responses

as a function of the size of the dip in Hz

on the preaccentual syllable. Base sti-

mulus originally command (series C).

This means that there only has to be a

very small dip (considerably smaller that

that observed in many cases of typically

sagging interpolation, as exemplified in

[7]) for a query and therefore L+H‘ to

be perceived, However, in creating the

stimuli from natural renditions, we

neither manipulated nor held constant all

the parameters which might serve to

make the distinction between query and

command. It could be, therefore, that

there were other cues in series Q which

led to the perception of a query, other

than simply the degree of dip. It was with

a view to controlling for some of these

effects that a command was taken as the

basis for the second series (series C). In

this series, the degree of dip at which

more than 50% of responses were

"query" lay between 20 and 30 Hz (46%

command, ie. 54% query responses for

30 Hz dip), This means that the dip has

to be lower in stimuli where the base to-

ken was a command. However, a 30 HZ

dip is still comparable with cases in [7] 0f

sagging interpolation in a similar pitCh

range.
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It is apparent that the response scores

in series C are less extreme than those in

series Q. The base token in series C is

recognised as a command in 86% of ca-

ses, whereas the base token for series Q

is recognised as a query in 94%. The

command which has been maximally alte-

red (60 Hz dip) is only recognised as a

query 79% of the time whereas the query

with no dip at all is recognised as a

command 89% of the time. Two factors

may have influenced this.

1.Commands ofien display a larger

downtrend in their baseline values than

the one selected here for manipulation

(other commands with greater down-

trends had to be rejected because their

endpoints were too low). The down-

trend may be due to final lowering, as

discussed in [l l] in relation to Japanese,

or to declination, as discussed in [12] in

relation to Danish. In both Japanese and

Danish, the downtrend does not occur in

questions but does in other utterance

types. The apparent flatter baseline could

have made the stimuli in series C sound

less command-like.

2.The presence or absence of a dip in

the natural f0 contour appears to be

linked to the position of the peak within

the following accented syllable. Afler a

dip, the peak is later (around the middle

of the syllable) whereas without a dip, it

is at the start of the vowel. Since the

original peak position was retained in

both series, it could have played a role in

making the stimuli in series C sound less

query-like, owing to the inevitably

steeper rise from the dip. The cue for

L+H" might not only be the presence of

a dip in F0 before the accented syllable

but also a later peak.

We can only speculate at this stage

that such factors as final lowering (or

declination) and peak and dip position

may have made series C responses less

differentiated. Further experimentation is

needed to investigate these parameters.

Since we took two base tokens, one

query and one command, and con-

structed two series of stimuli, we have
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confirmed that subjects can use a dip in

t0 as at least one cue for discriminating

between questions and commands. We

have also provided support for the

hypothesis that the dip in f0 constitues a

target L tone, rather than an automatic-

ally sagging interpolation between two

peaks, and shown that the dip does not

have to be very low to be perceived as a

L tone. This has implications for theories

of intonation which allow for non-

monotonic interpolation.
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